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Letter from the Director

In this letter:
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Dear PA IPL network, 

I’m taking a break from our usual series-of-brief-updates format this month to consider a couple of items that are on the minds of
many.  Skim or skip to read the parts that are most interesting to you, and chime in with your thoughts, ideas, and responses on
our Facebook page, email, or phone 814-876-2597.  I look forward to the conversation.(

Let us all lean toward the Light in these darkest days.

Cricket   (814)876-2597     chunter@paipl.org((
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Faith leaders can support campus leaders. There
are two college campus faith leaders on our
board. We can connect you with quotes from
many wise voices of faith – as well as sermons
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larger-movement events

If your congregation or local cluster decides to join
the Interfaith Moral Action on Climate Change (IMAC)
Pray-in for the Climate on Tuesday, January 15th

please let us know by phone, email, or Facebook. 
Take (and share!) pictures, and be sure to bring
banners, flags, or other markers of your congregation
and/or PA IPL.
If you choose to support the Washington, DC group
with a local pray-in of your own, get the word out
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and homilies from past Preach In weekends. 
What about the rest of us? 

People of faith have long understood that we are
at our best when we live our lives guided by the
deep principles of our faith traditions.  There are
many ways to take this practice to the
marketplace: spend and consume mindfully,
invest or divest our own funds according to our
values, ask institutions with which we are
connected by membership, occupation, or
investment to do the same. 

As the board (and many institutions) consider
divestment and learn about shareholder activism,
we do not need to sit idly by.  There are other
ways that our money can speak our values: What
if every faith community in Pennsylvania cut
fossil fuels from their energy bill by using
electric choice to buy electricity with a
guaranteed-renewable portion?  (If you live in the Duquesne Light area you’re one of the lucky few who can buy 100% PA-
generated renewable energy!)  What if faith communities systematically invested in upgrades that would cut our
electricity use?  What if we invested in our communities and helped, between us, hundreds of low-income households
reduce their energy use?  Give me a call at 814-876-2597 if you want to help or discuss ideas for your area.

 

   What work matters?    

The short answer is that it all matters:

X5( direct, concrete reductions in energy use
Y5( learning, teaching, and sharing within a group AND
H5( outreach: joining with others and advocacy

Doing is important.  At their best, concrete changes give us a sense of accomplishment and commitment. They can
be visible markers of other work we are doing.  They remind us that our efforts matter.  For people of faith, individual
or congregational actions to reduce our climate impact can become devotional. We know we are changing light
bulbs, contacting our electric companies, walking, carpooling, or eating lower on the food chain because we are led
to do so by the deep principles of our faiths.  Doing so is an unspoken prayer.  Finally, when we are ourselves
working to walk more lightly on this earth, it is easier to ask others to do the same.  We are more credible, and we
feel better about doing it.   But individual actions can get lonely, and in isolation, they are ineffectual.

<$33%-,*9(#"&C2'=,(Z(within congregations and
among them – can support individual actions by
spending time learning, teaching, and sharing
about our responses to the climate crisis: What can
we do? How we can do it better? and Why —as
people of faith— must we act? When communities
turn to these questions, we nurture our networks of
support, and they grow.  Ideas and energy multiply,
gain strength, and spread.  Community sustains
and feeds our concrete steps.  Without community,
all we have is a few drops in a big bucket, and that
will never be enough.
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about that, too.
Plan now to participate in the nationwide Interfaith
Power & Light Preach-In.  While most events will take
place February 8-10, you can register any event,
particularly those in February.

Outreach is one bridge that connects our personal
and local work with a broader movement, through
which the smaller efforts can truly shift the way our
whole society approaches energy, climate, and
justice.  Outreach can take the form of publicity
through opinion pieces in the newspaper, letters to
the editor, or community events that bring more people in to the conversation about climate change and values and
that share the concrete actions and the learning that may have happened more quietly. (

At the annual meeting in October, several people made reference to the common idea that most Americans are
outright climate change deniers, or haven’t thought about it at all.  That is a misimpression.  In fact, a September
survey (that’s before Hurricane Sandy) showed that there is broad public support for climate and energy policies.  A
full 88% of Americans said the U.S. should make an effort to reduce global warming, even if it has economic costs. 
The remaining 12% may be loud, but they are a small minority all the same.  Public gathering can be an important
part of both correcting misimpressions about public opinion and strengthening community. 

Advocacy is another important bridge to support a broader movement, and may offer the only route to dramatic
changes necessary in the load of greenhouse gasses we send into our atmosphere.  Our lawmakers do not read
minds.  Highly-paid, personable lobbyists regularly stop by their offices, but they don’t hear very often from their
constituents – and they do care what we think.  It’s OK to write, call, or visit a legislator to tell them that you are not
an expert, but you are worried about climate change.  Share with them the values that have led you to your concern,
and ask them to make climate change a high priority.  If a whole congregation wants to make a visit, send 2-3
representatives, and take a letter voicing the concerns of many more!  Your Preach-In download will have a model
letter that you can use or adapt. 

PA IPL supports work in all of these areas, and we encourage you to strive for a balance of the three in your faith
community, too.  We’d like to help! 814-876-2597

(

   How can I help?    
1.     Donate and join!  Your monetary donation allows us to support our programs and grow our presence and

network.

2.     Make something happen at your house of worship.  Schedule it to take place right away in the New Year,
and tell us about it.  Will you join the Preach In or the Pray In?  How about dinner, a movie, and a
discussion?  A sermon or a homily?  A CFL collection for a service agency in your area?  A gathering of
those interested in forming a green team?  A Creation care, justice, or stewardship study group?  A
conversation about electricity suppliers? A gathering of area green teams?  We have support for any of those
items and more.

3.     Join us on Facebook (really!)  It’s so important to make space for real, old-fashioned fellowship, but we can
extend that support digitally, too.  If you are on Facebook, join us at the PA-IPL page to post pictures of your
events, links to calendar items, wise words, and more.  Have you noticed a recent drop in PA-IPL’s presence
in your news feed?  Facebook is asking organizations to pay for exposure, which is not something we plan to
do. We’ll soon post directions that are supposed to help our entries regularly reach your newsfeed.  Look for
a post and follow along to keep hearing from us there.

4.     Join Linked In and create connections.  Your presence –even your passive presence-- on Linked In can
be a real networking boost for PA IPL. Whether you’re already on Linked In, or joining once to help us out,
connect to the Pennsylvania Interfaith Power & Light page (feel free to call so Cricket can walk you through
the steps if you’d like). Even if you never do another thing on Linked In, those extended networks can
become a powerful strategy to reach out in exciting ways. We might search to find out “Who are the campus
clergy in Pennsylvania?  Can we connect a few of them?”  or “Is there a PA IPL member from the same faith
background and district – or even the same congregation – as one of our lawmakers?  Would that member
be willing to speak or write in denomination-specific language about the urgent need to address climate
change?”  We will always ask you directly if we’d like an introduction to one of your contacts.
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